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Purpose

- Explain T2T considerations needed to move Baghdad into control and retain status.

- Inform the Command Group of the Status of the IP in relation to plans to transition Baghdad to Phase III

- Show how and where will MND-B commit combat power and resources to continue prosecution of the OFAQ Campaign Plan following operations in Rashid
BLUF: T2T deficits prevent movement to control and retain in much of the city.
Security LOO

Criteria to Sustain/ Achieve
- IP Intermediate requirements bridged
- JSSs are fully established and functional
- Population of Baghdad and the Baghdad belt is secure
- Sectarian violence is reduced
- AQ, Sunni, and Shia extremists within the greater Baghdad area are eliminated
- Accelerators to violence are effectively interdicted
- ISF are fully capable of leading the OON battle (From MNC-I CPORD IV-01)

Governance & Economics

Transition

Synchronized reconciliation and communication across all LOGS IOT effect transition to Tactical Over-watch

Phase 2 Endstate
- JSS operational - begin tactical overwatch
- Functioning ISF CS within all districts
- Sufficient control and retain forces on hand

Create the conditions for a viable environment by supporting progress along multiple dimensions to include governance, economic development, security, and communications
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